Tom and Ann Elleman retired from North Carolina State University in 1993, Tom from Nuclear Engineering and Ann from Communication. They immediately became members of the Association of Retired Faculty of North Carolina State University (ARF) and soon began to serve on the ARF Board where Tom served continuously until his death in 2010. Ann continues service on the Board, having served as ARF Treasurer for the last 10 years. Both individually and as a couple they have provided significant energy and wisdom in making ARF the thriving organization that it is today. Our monthly luncheons, which are surely one of our major activities, owe much of their success to Tom and Ann. In addition to arranging all the details of the lunch and venue, Ann, and until just before his death, Tom, have been the ever-present hosts and greeters for the event. They have done it for so long that it will be the rare person who remembers anyone else doing it. It was the initiative of Ann and Tom that resulted in the only written history of ARF, which may be read on the ARF website, which Tom initially established. Among other major contributions aimed at benefitting North Carolina State University retirees and alumni are the extensive efforts they led to establish a Continuing Care Retirement Center (CCRC) on the Centennial Campus. While not yet a reality, the deeply thought out and well documented proposal remains active and can be expected to be important in future efforts in this regard. All of these materials are posted on the ARF website. Tom and Ann have also been key to the development of the Association of Retirement Organizations in Higher Education (AROHE), a national organization of which ARF and some eighty other academic retiree and university retiree centers are members. They willingly took on service responsibilities including Tom's service as treasurer of that organization until just before his death. AROHE was founded almost 10 years ago as a direct result of an informal conference hosted at North Carolina State University, and that event plus Tom and Ann's dedicated service are key to the joining together of ARF with its sister associations at North Carolina Central University and the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill to bring the 10th Anniversary AROHE Conference to the Triangle this fall. Tom and Ann have unselfishly and ably served the community as well, an example is Tom's 12 year service on the Raleigh Greenway Commission and the Parks and Greenway Advisory Committee, the groups that were instrumental in the development of the greenway trail system in Raleigh.